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CCIF Recommendations for the 
Handling of Trunk Calls 
A. L I G N E L L , D 1 R E| C T O R» O F T E L E P H O N E S , S T O C K H O L M 

In Europe telephone operation is mostly in the hands of State administrations, 

though there are private telephone undertakings in a number of countries. 

To ensure satisfactory International joint working, therefore, uniform provisions 

for the establishment of calls are an indispensable necessity. With this 

object the International Consultative Committee for Telephony (CCIF) has 

drafted certain recommendations and working instructions intended for appli

cation to international telephone traffic. The contents of these recommen

dations are discussed from the point of view of operation. 

Long international telephone circuits are expensive installations and require 
to be fully utilised if the rates for calls are to be kept within reasonable 
limits. Circuits which are badly utilised in respect of actual charged time 
of calls, due to unsatisfactory operating devices and service, naturally involve 
higher rates for calls if they are to return interest and redemption on the 
capital engaged and provide for operating and other expenses than do cir
cuits in which the quality of the operating devices and the service are such 
as to ensure full utilisation of the circuits. 

With present international rates for calls, losses of time in establishing con
nections, apparently insignificant in themselves, may represent appreciable 
amounts in the long run when traffic is extensive. In international as in 
national trunk operation distinction must be made, both for economic reasons 
and for the handling of the traffic, between short and long circuits. Short 
circuits in view of the small cost of the lines are comparable with purely 
local traffic and can thus, like them, be arranged for automatic operation on 
zone and time bases for charging calls. In such case the expense of opera
tors is eliminated, which in short distance connections with manual ordering 
of the calls plays a greater part than do the costs of lines and exchanges. In 
the longer circuits on the other hand the cost of lines is the most important 
economically, the costs of exchanges and operators being in comparison of 
less importance. The utilisation of the circuits, i. c, the utilisation of the 
lines for actual charged duration of call is therefore of predominating importance. 

CCIF in its recommendations has therefore emphasised the importance of 
devices at the local and trunk exchanges being of such quality that they 
allow of speedy establishment of international calls and increased yield on 
the international lines. All technical devices which facilitate the work of the 
operator and make it possible for her to reduce the time of service between 
calls are therefore to be recommended. 

An international call makes use of the subscriber's line, the exchange equip
ment at both ends and one or more international lines, as well as two or 
more operators for making the connections. On the other hand, a local call 
only takes up two subscribers' lines and the exchange equipment concerned, 
the connecting of the lines taking place automatically or with little work on 
the part of the operator. 
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Besides the great difference in cost for technical devices necessary for the 
two types of call, the international call is more difficult to deal with than 
the local call, both in respect of the time occupied and the handling. The 
local call may be connected without any particular work or consumption of 
time while the international call, if it cannot be established because the called 
subscriber's line is busy with a local call, must be held in abeyance thus en
tailing considerable loss both as regards utilisation of the line for charged 
call units and consumption of operator's time. Moreover it may be asserted 
without any great fear of contradiction that an international call is as a rule 
of greater importance than a purely local connection. 

Basing on these considerations, CCIF in its recommendations has declared 
that a local call ought to be cut off to allow of an international call and in 
instruction pour les operatrices du service telephonique europeen» has 
prescribed such cutting off, if the exchange technical equipment permits. The 
condition for not requiring that a subscriber's line engaged by a local call 
be cut off in favour of an international call would be that the international 
lines were so inexpensive that diminution in their utilisation would not have 
so much effect on the fixing of the rates. At present, however, the cutting 
off of local calls in favour of long distance communications is a necessity 
for economic operation. 

The time elapsing between the ending of one call and the starting of another 
is dependent on two different operations: the time taken up on the trunk 
line for the necessary service communications between the exchanges — 
provisions regarding this are to be found in »Instruction pour les operatrices 
du service telephonique europeen» — and the time taken up in putting the 
two subscribers into connection with each other. The work during this latter 
period does not affect the trunk lines but it is the most troublesome and time 
consuming and the possibility of arriving at good utilisation of the lines 
depends mainly, therefore, on what can be done at the close of one call to 
establish communication rapidly between the caller and the called for the 
next call. To achieve this end requires that the trunk operator's work in 
setting up the call be facilitated as much as possible and that the time occu
pied by her in speaking with the subscriber should be as short as possible. It 
is with a view to this that the CCIF service instructions respecting the 
blocking of the subscriber's line and the preparation of the call have been 
drafted. 

By blocking the subscriber's line is meant, according to the »Vocabulaire 
telephonique internationab published by the CCIF, to reserve the subscriber's 
line for completing an international —• or trunk — call. The subscriber's 
line should, therefore, after connection to the trunk position be marked »trunk 
engaged», whereupon operators with other calls for that subscriber's number, 
can see without loss of time that the line is reserved. Blocking in conjunction 
with preparation, by which the subscriber is advised of a forthcoming inter
national or trunk call is, according to CCIF, desirable for fixed calls (person 
to person call or call with prior advice to a given instrument) which con
stitute about 50 % of international calls. By prior advice there is the 
advantage that the wanted person can get ready to speak, it is not necessary 
for him to be sought at the moment the call is ready for connection and the 
time taken in establishing the call is reduced. Blocking is also necessary to 
expedite the service when a waiting call is on the line and can proceed with 
or without notification. Even blocking without notification tends to accele
rate establishment of the call. 

It may be of interest to consider more closely the exchange devices most 
suited to the CCIF recommendations for accelerating the establishment of 
international calls and increasing the return on international lines. The 
operating devices at the international positions should, as already stated, be 
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such as save the time of the operator. The process of notification and the 
connection of the subscriber's line to the international line is facilitated by 
cord groups, with which the subscriber's line by means of a simple switch 
can be connected to the international line when the turn of the call comes. 
The same applies to cordless positions. The trunk operator herself should 
have the means of breaking in on a local or zone call which is going on. In 
automatised networks the selection of the subscriber should be by keyset which 
takes less of the operator's time than a dial. Manipulation of the cords 
during the operation should as far as possible be avoided, being replaced by 
a switch. 

Handling of Calls 
The various cases which may arise in the establishment of an international 
or a trunk call are indicated below, and for these different cases the devices 
are indicated which may be considered suitable for carrying out the recom
mendations of CCIF. 

The Wanted Subscriber's Line is Free 

The trunk operator should be sure that the line is disengaged if no busy 
indication is received. If the operator must find this out by calling on the 
line, the establishment of the call is delayed in every case and a mistake 
may arise because at the moment there happened to be a temporary pause 
in the conversation proceeding. 

Then the subscriber's line, on connection to the operator's position, should 
be blocked for other trunk calls. For, if the subscriber's line be not blocked 
when an international call is awaited or proceeding, other trunk operators 
wanting that subscriber's number may cause interruption both during a 
possible blocking time and during the ensuing call. Enquiries by the tele
phone staff as to what kind of call the subscriber is engaged with, etc., cause 
confusion in the service both for operators and for callers and moreover they 
take up the time of operators', operators' enquiries while a call is proceeding 
will interrupt and confuse the speakers as well as add to the duration of the 
call, thus increasing the cost to the users. These interruptions entail con
siderable inconvenience for calls on the longer international and trunk lines. 
Moreover, in such case international and trunk calls can be heard from any 
of the exchange trunk positions, which endangers the maintenance of tele
phone secrecy. 

For the above reasons a subscriber's line which is connected for a local call 
should be marked busy for the trunk operator by a local indication, and a 
subscriber's line which is blocked or busy with an international or a trunk 
call should be marked busy by a trunk indicator. Separate indicators for 
international and trunk calls on the one hand and local calls on the other 
are thus a necessity. 

The Called Subscriber's Line is Busy with a Local Call 

The trunk operator, on connecting the subscriber's line to her position, 
should be able without delay to decide whether the subscriber is engaged on 
a local call. Should this not be possible, which is the case when one indi
cation sign is used for both trunk and local calls, then enquiry must be made 
of the speakers. As in this instance the subscriber is locally engaged, the 
time occupied in establishing the subscriber's international connection is 
prolonged. If, on the other hand, the operator can ascertain for herself the 
nature of the call on which the subscriber is engaged, she should, as a local 
call is in question in this case, cut off the call after a brief intimation and 
connect the subscriber's line to the international or trunk line, in full accord-



ance with the CCIF recommendations. Moreover, the subscriber's line on 
being connected to the operator's position, should be blocked for other trunk 
calls as stated above. 

For these reasons separate indications for trunk and local calls are a neces
sity and the trunk operator should be in a position to cut off any local call 
in progress. 

The Wanted Subscriber's Line is Busy with International 

or Trunk Call 

The trunk operator should, when she has plugged in the subscriber's line to 
her position, know for herself whether the subscriber is busy with an inter
national (trunk) call. Should this not be possible, because a common indi
cator is used for both trunk and local calls, then the subscribers must be 
asked, with the inconveniences referred to above. In addition the time taken 
up by the call on the line served by the operator is detrimentally affected by 
the delay caused in ascertaining from the subscriber that the line is busy 
with an international (trunk) call. 

Person-to-Person Call 

As stated earlier a preavis call should be prepared for, after which the sub
scriber's line should be kept reserved at the operator's position up to the 
moment for connecting the call. Special trunk engaged indication is there
fore necessary.. 

A Call is Waiting on the Line 
The »Instruction pour les operatrices du service telephonique europeen» 
prescribes that if a call is waiting on the line, it should be possible to set up 
the new call immediately the preceding one comes to an end. For this pur
pose all operations which can be carried out in advance should be done while 
the preceding call is going on, in order that caller and called for the new 
call can be put into connection for the new call without waste of time. 

It should be possible to connect the subscriber's line to the operator's posi
tion without at the same time signalling the subscriber. If signal goes out 
automatically on connection of the subscriber's line to the operator's position 
the subscriber gets a call without being able to converse. If the advance 
preparation has not been completed then the subscriber is needlessly troubled. 

The subscriber's line after connection should also be reserved for the inter
national or trunk call in question for the reasons given. 

Consequently signalling from the trunk position should be manual, not auto
matic on connection. Moreover there should be special trunk indication. 

As may be seen from the foregoing, to enable the CCIF recommendations to 
be fulfilled the following operating devices are necessary: 

i. separate indication for trunk and for local calls, which not only accelera
tes service and reduces work for operators, but also ensures the necessary 
order in the service, with conversation undisturbed by operator's enquiries; 

2. the trunk operator herself should, after brief notification to the sub
scribers, be able to cut off a local —• or possibly suburban — call which may 
be going on; 

3. signalling from the trunk position should be manual, not take place 
automatically on connecting in. 



To avoid the inconvenience which blocking- of a subscriber's line may be 
supposed to cause the subscriber, it is advisable besides to have a device 
which, during the blocking period, leaves the blocked line open for local 
traffic in both directions, providing the trunk operator herself can cut off 
any local call connected while the subscriber's line is blocked for trunk 
traffic. In such circumstances the local call could be cut off without much 
loss of time and the blocking could not be said to cause inconvenience to the 
subscribers. 

At the plenary meeting of CCIF in Copenhagen in 1936 there was formu
lated, on the basis of a proposal presented, a new question to the following 
effect: »Would it be advisable to alter the instructions »Dispositions per-
mettant de donner aux communications interurbaines la priorite sur les com
munications urbaines» in such a sense that international calls could be 
established with the least possible delay, while at the same time simplifying 
as far as possible the technical devices at the local and trunk exchanges ?» 
Here it is a question of whether CCIF would consider it advisable to alter 
its recommendations applying to the handling of international calls in favour 
of simplifying, and thereby cheapening, the equipment of local and trunk 
exchanges. This is of course highly desirable, but if such simplification 
were to lead to appreciable economic and other disadvantages in international 
traffic, both for the administrations and for the users, which on present costs 
of the longer international and trunk lines would seem to be inevitable, it 
is to be hoped that the priority over internal traffic which international re
gulations accord to international traffic may be maintained when judging the 
question, taking into consideration economic utilisation of the lines, good 
service in handling of the calls and undisturbed exchange of international 
communications. 



M e t h o d s f o r Reduc ing the 

Number of Spares in Local 

Te lephone Ne tworks 
N. S I D E N M A R K , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

Of the total installation cost of a local telephone plant about 60 °/o is re

presented by the network, 25 °/o fay the exchanges and 15 °/o by the tele-

phoneinstruments. Consequently, in order to arrive at economical construc

tion of a telephone plant it is necessary in the first place to determine the 

most economical system of construction for the network. A saving of 70 °/o 

on the network means 6 °/o on the whole plant while, e. g., 70°/o on the 

exchanges means only 2.5 0/o on the plant. Nevertheless, the main interest 

in studies of the economy of telephone plants has, strangely enough, been 

confined to the exchanges. The networks have been more or less neglected. 

However, the importance has lately been more and more realized of eco

nomical construction of the network for the finance of a telephone enterprise, 

and detailed investigations in the matter have been put in hand. The fol

lowing pages contain a description of the methods used for the reduction 

of the number of spares in local networks constructed on the Ericsson system. 

One of the most important perhaps the decisive factor in respect of economical 
development of a local telephone network is the ratio of utilisation, i. c, the 
relation of the lines utilised by subscribers to the total number of installed 
lines. In order to obtain a high ratio of utilisation the network has to be 
developed in such a way that there will be a minimum of spares at any given 
moment, i. e., that the development of the net will be coordinated as closely 
as possible to the curve showing the increase in subscribers. In order to 
realize this coordination in practice it is necessary in the first place to de
termine fairly exactly the future increase in subscribers for a certain period, 
and secondly to choose a network system which allows of a small 
number of spares and permits of extension by stages. Only if these condi
tions are satisfied will it be possible to obtain a high ratio of utilisation and, 
consequently good economy, see Fig. i. 

For the calculation of increase in the number of subscribers many methods 
have been proposed and many rules have been established. But no matter 
how exact the method chosen, there must always remain a relatively wide 
margin of error, and the longer the period for which the project is made, 
the more uncertain, naturally, will be the result. Therefore it is advisable 
to restrict the length of this period as much as possible. Formerly, the net
works could be projected for periods of 20 years or more, now periods 
longer than 5 years or at the most 10 years are rarely chosen. In this way 
the increase in the total number of subscribers can be determined with a satis
factory degree of accuracy. 

However, when constructing a network it is not sufficient to fix the total 
increase in subscribers but a predetermination of this increase in every point 

Fig. 1 X M 7 ° 
Number of subscribers and installed 
lines in the main cable network as 
a function of time 
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or every little part of the net is also necessary. In practice, it is impossible 
to make this predetermination exactly, as even for so short a period as 5 
years so many unexpected things can occur that the survey for the network 
must not be based on these estimated figures alone. 

Thus, there is no other possibility except the construction of the network 
on some definite system which does away with these difficulties. The net
works should be not rigid but more or less elastic, i. e., the spares should 
not be attached to each separate point in the network but should be available 
for large parts of the same. Many principles have been applied for obtaining 
nets with this property, e. g., distribution »piling up», circular cables, con
nection in parallel, double network, one rigid and the other flexible, or diffe
rent combinations of these systems all of which are mainly directed to re
duction of the number of spares in the net. The more elastic the system 
selected, the greater the saving in spares. Then the problem is to balance 
this saving against other economic and technical factors such as the reduction 
of the lengths of the subscribers' lines, the obtaining of a clear numbering 
scheme etc. 

As regards construction of the network by stages, it is well known, however, 
that important savings can be achieved by running a great number of lines 
from the outset, the cost per line thereby being lower than if each line were 
run independently of the others. This fact is illustrated by Fig. 2 which shows 
the variation in the cost of laying underground cable in conduits (exclusive 
of the costs of the conduits and the conduit laying). Thus, the price per one 
pair and too m of small cables is several times higher than the equivalent 
price for large cables. This can also be applied to other network details. 
Therefore, it is not an advantage to have the network development curve 
quite parallel with the curve showing the increase in subscribers, and the 
development stages of the network should be calculated in advance on eco
nomic principles. A general rule for the determination of these stages is that 
the most economical system of network construction is that which results 
in the lowest costs when these are reduced to the time zero. The stages of con
struction are calculated separately for the underground conduits, the main 
cables, the secondary cables etc. After the stages have been decided on, atten
tion should be given to the necessity of executing all details of the network 
consistently in a manner suited to this construction by stages. 

The Ericsson Network-Construction System 
This system is mainly based on the distribution principle. The city in which 
the local network is to be installed is divided into a number of interdependent 

Fig. 2 x
 M 3 7 

Cost per pair and 100 m of laying 
underground cable (exclusive of the 
cost of the conduits) as a function 
of the number of pairs 

A tota l cost 
B cost of material 
C cost of labour 
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Fig. 3 x 3671 

Skeleton diagram of the Ericsson 
network-construction system, without 
buffer cabinets 

@ exchange 

I cable-distribution cabinet 

o end-distribution point 

D subscriber's instrument 

distribution areas, a distribution cabinet being placed in each area. These 
cabinets are the central points around which the network is constructed. 
Cabled lines, constituting the main cable network are run from the exchange 
to the distribution cabinets. From the distribution cabinets lines, also in 
cables, constituting the secondary cable network are run to end distribution 
points in each distribution area. 

The main cable network generally consists of underground conduit cables 
or armoured cables, and sometimes — though rarely — of aerial cables. 
This applies also to the secondary cable network, in which, however, aerial 
cables are used to a somewhat greater extent. Both the main and secondary 
cables are terminated and sealed — each cable separately — in terminal boxes 
mounted in the distribution cabinet. Jumpering by means of special juniper 
wires is then carried out between the terminals of the main terminal boxes 
and those of the secondary terminal boxes. In the end distribution points, 
set up on walls or poles, the secondary cables are also terminated and sealed 
in terminal boxes of the same general construction as those in the distribution 
cabinets. The subscribers' lines are connected to the end distribution points 
by means of single pair lead-covered cables, open wire or insulated wire, these 
constituting the subscribers' line network. 

Thus, on its way from the exchange, a subscriber's circuit starts from the 
protecting strip in the exchange building, runs in the outgoing main cables 
and enters the distribution cabinet, is there jumpered over from a main ter
minal box to a secondary one, continues in the secondary cables to the end 
distribution box, is there connected by means of a gland to the single pair 
cable or the open wires to terminate at the subscriber's set. For the rest, the 
Ericsson construction system is illustrated on Fig. 3. From the above it 
will be seen that the main cable network, the secondary cable network and 
the subscribers' line network are quite district from each other. This permits 
of different numbers of spare lines in the three networks, thereby achieving 
appreciable savings. 

As a rule the subscribers' line network is at first developed only in proportion 
to the number of subscriptions received. An exception is sometimes made for 
large buildings where the administration may be sure of having fairly soon 
subscribers in every flat. Such buildings are provided at the time of their 
erection with a complete subscribers' line network extending to each flat. Apart 
from such special cases, spares are not intentionally provided in advance, 
and the subscribers' line network should consequently follow the curve of 
the subscriber increase closely and be utilised to 100 %. However, owing to 
removals by subscribers or the termination of subscription contracts, several 
of the lines which were originally utilised will become vacant, and after 
some years of service a subscribers' line network will always comprise a 
rather large number of spares. This cannot be avoided. If the subscribers' 
lines have been run in open wires it may sometimes pay to remove same 
for use elsewhere on some future occasion. This is seldom economical for 
lines in singlepair cable. As a rule the unemployed lines are left in place, 
since there always is a good possibility of obtaining a new subscriber in 
the premises where the previous one had a telephone. 

On the other hand, the secondarv and the main cable network cannot be 
developed in exact proportion to the number of subscriptions received. Spares 
must be provided in advance in order to meet demands occasioned by the 
future increase in subscribers. If the networks were not distinct from each 
other, the number of these spares would naturally be the same in both net
works. Thanks to the jumpering facilities in the distribution cabinets this is 
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Fig. 4 x 533s 

Ratio of util isation for some plants 
in Sweden, Mexico and Poland (1935 
and 1936) as a function of the num
ber of subscribers 
1 actual ratio of utilisation 
2 probable ratio of utilisation with buffer 

cabinets 

not necessary, and one network can be developed quite independently of 
the other. 

The secondary cable network should be developed in such a way that the 
subscribers' lines, which are the most expensive, may be as short as possible. 
This can only be realized by placing the end distribution points rather near 
each other, i. c, a great number of end distribution points of relatively small 
capacity will be necessary. Now, the smaller the capacity chosen, the more 
uncertain the number of spares necessary in each end distribution point. 
This involves a rather large margin in the construction of the secondary 
cable network. Furthermore, the spares required in the end distribution points 
should be estimated in order to allow for removals of existing subscribers 
and the quick connecting up of new ones. As a result the secondary cable 
network will always contain a relatively large number of spares. It has been 
found in actual practice that the total sum of these spares should be 75 % 
of the number of subscribers estimated for at the end of the predetermined period. 
This means 43 % spares in the total of the secondary cable lines or a ratio 
of utilisation of 57 %. It is not, however, necessary to complete the secondary 
cable network to its full extent immediately, this can and should be done 
by stages which have been calculated in advance to be the most economical. 
Investigations show that the secondary cable network should be developed 
in two stages at least. Taking an average for the different years of the 
period, the spares in the whole secondary cable network would amount 
approximately to 100 % of the actual number of subscribers, giving a ratio 
of utilisation of 50 %. 

Similarly to what is stated above respecting the secondary cables, the main 
cable network should be developed in such a way that the more expensive 
secondary lines may be as short as possible. This can be realized only by 
restriction of the size of the distribution areas. In projecting these areas 
consideration should always be given to the subscriber density. This having 
been done attention should be paid, however, to the desirability of using 
cable units as large as possible when running the main cables. In this way 
the best economy both in main cables and in conduit costs will be attained. 
Research has shown that the most economical cable size for main routes 
is 600 pairs and that extensions run to each distribution cabinet should in 
general be 100 pairs at a time. Actual practice shows also that the main 
cable network will generally be extended in such a way that in the whole 
network there will always be spares amounting to 40 % of the actual number 
of subscribers, corresponding to 28.5 % spares of the total of installed main 
cable lines or to a ratio of utilisation of 71.5 %. As examples, the spares 
in the main cables for some plants may be cited, viz., in Sweden, Poland and 
Mexico during the period i935/r936, see Fig. 4. It will be seen from these 
that the ratio of utilisation is about 70 % except for the smaller networks, 
which have a somewhat lower ratio of utilisation. The variations in the 
number of spares in the main cables of a network during a long period are 
shown in the following table which refers to the inner district of Stockholm 
from 1921 to 1936. 
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The result of the introduction of cable distribution cabinets has been as 
follows: 

However, this first somewhat approximate saving in the spares has not 
been found sufficient and there have been evolved methods for further re
duction in the spares. In networks constructed on the. Ericsson system, two 
such methods have been employed, vis., connections in parallel and introduc
tion of a supplementary distribution stage in series with the cable distribu
tion cabinets. 

As regards the secondary cable network both methods have been used, either 
by connecting ten pair and distribution points in parallel two by two, or by 
subdividing the distribution area into smaller districts and placing sub-
cabinets in them. In the latter case, the cables from the end distribution 
points, then termed tertiary cables, are first grouped into sub-cabinets where 
they are jumpered over to secondary cables, these cables being run from the 
sub-cabinets to the usual distribution cabinets. 

In the main cable networks only connections in parallel have been used, 
these connections being made between adjacent cable distribution cabinets. 
The second method with the insertion of a supplementary cabinet has on the 
other hand been applied only in exceptional cases, these collecting cabinets 
or kiosks being rather unwieldy, if they are to accommodate all the lines from 
the different cable distribution cabinets. It is only recently that this method 
has been applied and then only in modified form, i. c, merely a limited 
number of the lines from each common distribution cabinet have been taken 
into the collecting cabinet, termed buffer cabinet. This cabinet may then be 
made of a size convenient for installation and operation. 
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The Buffer-Cabinet System 
The new method is based on the placing- of buffer cabinets, Fig. 5 and 6, 
in certain points of the network where main cables from a number of distri
bution cabinets come together. One part of the main cables from the distri
bution cabinets subordinated to such a buffer cabinet is run direct to the 
exchange, as previously described. The rest of the main cables are connected 
via the buffer cabinet. The method is best illustrated by an example. For 
this purpose, we consider the area on Fig. 6. There are eight cable distri
bution cabinets in this area, and we shall now follow the development of 
the main cable network of same during a period of ten years, first without 
buffer cabinets, and later with these cabinets inserted. The increase in sub
scribers is shown in the following table. 

A graphic figure of the increase in subscribers is represented on Fig. 7. 

For the development of the network the following two assumptions may 
be made : 

1. between the exchange and the point where the buffer cabinet is to be 
placed the extensions are made in stages of 600 pairs, this cable size having 
proved the most economical on main routes, both in respect of reasonable 
cable cost and of the cost of the underground conduits; 

z. between the buffer cabinet and the distribution cabinet the extensions are 
made in stages of 100 pairs at a time, this figure also having proved the 
most economical for distribution cabinets of a maximum of 300 pairs to 
be used here. 

Basing on these assumptions, the development without buffer cabinets and 
with the same will proceed according to Fig. 8, which shows how the net
work increases each year for the two alternatives. 
The advantages derived from the system with buffer cabinets are obvious. 
In the older system the spares are not available for distribution over the 
whole district concerned but are confined to each distribution cabinet. As a 
result, as soon as the subscriber increase in one of the distribution cabinets 
exceeds one hundred, even if the excess be only a few subscribers, then one 
hundred new pairs in the main cables will have to be reserved all the way from 
the distribution cabinet to the exchange. In this manner, it will be necessary 
to run new 600 pair main cables from the exchange to the buffer point in 
the following stages: the first cable the first year; the second cable the third 
year; the third cable the sixth year and finally the fourth cable the ninth year. 
Between the buffer point and the different distribution cabinets new 100 pair 
cables are run each time the subscriber increase exceeds one hundred in 
each separate distribution area. 

In the system with buffer cabinets, a number of the main cables from the ex
change, viz., 300 pairs, is connected via these buffer cabinets and these are thus 
available for distribution to any one of the distribution cabinets in the district. 



Fig. 6 x 5339 

Plan of main cable network with 
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Consequently when the subscriber increase in one of the distribution cabinets 
exceeds one hundred, it will not be necessary to reserve ioo new pairs all 
the way to the exchange, it being sufficient to reserve this group only between 
the distribution cabinet and the buffer cabinet. Not until the hundred pairs 
concerned are almost fully taken up by subscribers, is a new group of hund
red pairs connected up in the cables between the buffer point and the ex
change. In this manner, new 6oo-pair cables will be run on this route in the 
following stages: the first cable the first year; the second cable the fifth 
year; the third cable the ninth year. A fourth 6oo-pair cable will not 'be 
necessary at all in the ten year period, since at the end of this period there 
will still be a considerable number of spares in the three previous cables. 
The requirement of ioo-pair cables between the buffer point and the diffe
rent distribution cabinets will be exactly the same as in the previous case, 
however. 

Fiq. 7 x 3673 

Subscribers connected to cable-dis
tribution cabinets 1 to 8 during a 
ten-year period 

The sequence of development on the system with buffer cabinets will be as 
follows. In the first 6oo-pair cable from the exchange c. g. 300 pairs are 
connected in suitable manner to the buffer cabinet, this number being suffi
cient for the whoje period concerned. Also each first ioo-pair cable from 
each distribution cabinet is connected to the buffer cabinet. Thereafter, as 
soon as one of the distribution cabinets has to be extended by 100 pairs, a 
new cable is run from the distribution cabinet to the buffer point and 
connected through over a direct cable to the exchange. Those subscribers 
who were previously connected via the buffer cabinet are jumpered over to 
the direct cable. Thus the ioo-pair cable connected to the buffer cabinet 
becomes free to take up once more increases in subscribers until the next hundred 
is reached. Then the movement is repeated. Consequently no rearrangement 
of the joints, either on the 300-pair cable between the buffer cabinet and 
the exchange or on the ioo-pair cables between the buffer cabinet and the 
distribution cabinets, is needed. Not until a distribution cabinet has been 
loaded to its maximum capacity, viz., 300 pairs, has the corresponding ioo-
pair cable via the buffer cabinet to be rearranged for through connection 
direct to the exchange. 

Thus, the result of the new construction method will be a saving in cable 
circuits on the distance between the exchange and the buffer point, while the 
requirements of cable between this point and the different distribution cabinets 
will be exactly the same as in the construction method without buffer cabinets. 
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Fig. 9 X3674 
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lines in the main cable network 
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Fig. 9 shows a diagram of the development of the main cables in the example 
chosen, without buffer cabinets and with them; it can be seen from this 
diagram how considerable a saving in main cables may be attained by the 
use of buffer cabinets. A purely theoretical calculation shows that the reduc
tion of spares in the main cables between the exchange and the buffer point 
can amount to from 20 to 30 %. In the practice, for new networks which 
on the first surveying were destined for the introduction of buffer cabinets, 
this figure may amount to 20 %, and in older networks which have been 
completed without provision for buffer cabinets the insertion of these later 
can give a saving of up to 15 %. Thus in a network developed on the Ericsson 
system the ratio of utilisation for the main cables from the exchange, which 
previously was about 70 % can by the use of buffer cabinets be increased 
to 85 %. For comparison, a corresponding curve has been traced on the 
diagram, Fig. 4. 

This increase of the ratio of utilisation results naturally in considerable 
savings which apply not only to the cable costs themselves but also the costs 
of the corresponding conduits and exchange equipment. Besides these savings 
other advantages are obtained thanks to the arrangement with two routes 
to each distribution cabinet, viz., the one direct from the exchange and the 
other via the buffer cabinet. When cable faults occur it permits of obtaining 
a test loop of good quality and of jumpering over particularly important 
subscribers from one route to the other. On the other hand, there will be the 
extra cost for the buffer cabinets and the necessary manholes as well as the 
costs due to the introduction of a new connection point in all the lines run 
via the buffer cabinet and the costs arising in the jumpering over of each 
group of 100 pairs from a cable via the buffer cabinet to a direct cable. If 
these extra expenses are weighed against the savings mentioned it will be 
found that the farther from the exchange the buffer point is situated the 
greater the resulting gain will be. Consequently the method is most suitable 
in the outer sections of a network. On the contrary, in the central parts of 
the network, the insertion of buffer cabinets is, as a rule, not an advantage. 
Investigation has shown that the distance between the exchange and the 
buffer point for buffer cabinets of the above-mentioned magnitude should be 
at least 600 m. However, the method may also be easily used in small net
works, viz., if smaller buffer cabinets are used, the minimum distance then 
also being reduced. 

Since the method with buffer cabinets has been in practice for only a short 
period, it is too early as yet to set up any general rules governing the dimen
sions suitable for the buffer cabinets, how many distribution cabinets should 
be connected to a buffer cabinet and how large a cable should be connected up 
to same. Therefore, before a buffer cabinet is installed an economic calcula
tion should be made for each special case. Nevertheless, it may be suggested 
that buffer cabinets should not be installed for fewer than four distribution 
cabinets. Further, it has been found that the following numbers of lines 
from the exchange should be connected up in the buffer cabinet: 200 pairs for 
a buffer cabinet controlling four 300-pair distribution cabinetes, 300 pairs 
for six and 400 pairs for eight 300-pairs distribution cabinets. Finally, it 
may be mentioned that the method concerned has begun to be introduced in 
the Ericsson local networks in Mexico with good results already. 
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Reliabil i ty and Maintenance 
at the Stockholm Automatic 
Exchanges 1931-1935 
A. L I G N E L L , D I R E C T O R O F T E L E P H O N E S , S T O C K H O L M 

In Ericsson Review No 2, 1934, particulars of reliability and operating costs 

at the Stockholm automatic exchanges for the period 1931 — 1933 were given. 

Below are given similarly detailed particulars for the year 1935, with the 

yearly results for the period 1931—1934 included in the tables for the sake 

of comparison. As the exchanges by 1935 had been in operation for 12, 

7 >/2, 7, 4 ' /2, 3 3/4, and 2 3/4 years respectively, it is possible from the results 

obtained to form a trustworthy judgment of the operating reliability and the 

maintenance costs of the Ericsson automatic system. 

Reliability 
Table I shows the reliability in 1935. In all 756 286 calls made by sub
scribers themselves were checked during the year and of these there were 
98.275 % without fault, 

1.541 % fault of caller, 
°-°37 % fault of manual exchange operator, 
0.147 % lost because of technical fault at the automatic or manual exchan

ges, on lines or instruments or for reason not localised. 
Faults in technical devices and for reasons not localised — for all exchanges 
an average of 0.147 % — were, for the individual exchanges: 

As regards »Centralen» the percentage, though even here exceedingly slight, 
is the greatest chiefly due to the fact that this exchange has the largest 
traffic with exchanges still operated manually. 

Table II shows the reliability for all the exchanges for the years 1931— 
1935. In 1931 faultless calls amounted to 96.355 % of the number of con
nections checked; this percentage rose to 98.275 in 1935. The number of 
completed connections with answer rose in the same period from 79.179 to 
So.229 %, the number of unanswered calls diminished from 8.518 to 8.075 % 
and the number of engaged subscribers rose from 8.658 to 9.971 %. Fault 
of subscriber which comprises the greater part of the fault percentage fell 
from 3.323 % in 1931 to 1.541 % in 1935, a natural consequence of the 
greater familiarity of the users with automatic traffic as time went on. Ope
rator fault constituted about the same low percentage at the beginning as at 
the close of the period. On the other hand, fault in technical devices at auto
matic and manual exchanges, on lines and instruments and for reasons un-
located sank from 0.281 % in 1931 to 0.147 % in 1935. It should here be 
noted that this fault percentage diminished as manually operated exchanges 
were reduced in number and during the last three years, with the number 
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Table I Reliability Check at Stockholm Automatic Exchanges 1935 

Table II Reliability Check at Stockholm Automatic Exchanges 1931—1935 
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of automatic exchanges unchanged, has remained practically unaltered. Of 
the 2767262 calls checked in the period 1931—1935 there were 4687 faulty 
oir 0.169 %> while 44.4 % of the faults were located and remedied in the 
course of the check. 

The reliability as may be seen is extraordinarily good and has improved with 
the progress of automatisation. The age of the exchanges has not had any 
adverse effect whatever on the extremely good functioning of the automatic 
system. 

Fault Frequency 
Table III shows the fault frequency for the exchanges for each year of the 
five year period, totally, per 10 000 calls, per subscriber's line and per day. 

Table IV gives the number of faults in the automatic system per 10 000 calls 
and per day for each exchange, both for the whole period and for the last 
year of the period for the sake of comparison. The number of faults per 
10 000 calls has diminished and has in the last year of the period displayed 
a minimum which is evidence of the reliable functioning of the system and 
the effective maintenance. The fault figures are remarkably low and should 
be looked at in conjunction with the extraordinary reliability during the time. 
As witness of the efficiency of the maintenance it can be stated that during 
1934 there were 93.6 % and during 1935 there were 93 % of the faults 
observed on the first investigation which were remedied. Thus there were 

Table III Fault Frequency at Stockholm Automatic Exchanges 1931—1935 
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Table IV Fault Frequency at Stockholm Automatic Exchanges 1931—1935 

Table V Maintenance Costs at Stockholm Automatic Exchanges 1931—1935 

1 The male staff attend to the fault section and the distribution frames (which occupy 3 men at each of the above-
named exchanges) and all work in the selector halls and other exchange equipment, as also the power house. 
The female staff is employed on cleaning the automatic devices taken out, and for cleaning of the premises (also for 
washing the floors). 
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only 6.4 and 7 % of these faults respectively which disappeared without the 
location of the fault being determined and its cause removed. 

»Norra Vasa» exchange is not included in the tables of fault frequency and 
maintenance, since calls from manual exchanges there were for a large 
portion of the period dealt with over manual B-positions, so that the results 
are not comparable. The reliability of this exchange, however, as shown by 
table I, is of the same quality as the other exchanges. 

Maintenance 
Table V shows the maintenance costs at the exchanges for each year of the 
period 1931—1935, totally, per subscriber and per 100 calls. The mainte
nance and operating staff at all the five exchanges during 1935, with an 
average of 97 861 subscribers, numbered 85 persons or per 1 000 subscribers 
0.87 persons, 0.63 male and 0.24 women. During the same year the staff 
numbered, per one million calls, 

Centralen 0.218 of whom 0.161 male and 0.057 female 
Kungsholmen 0.471 0.353 0.118 
Soder 0.332 0.234 0.098 
Sodra Vasa 0.398 0.299 0.099 
Ostermalm 0.380 0.268 0.112 

During 1935 the following particulars applied on the average to all the 
exchanges, per subscriber and year 
working hours 2.04 
working costs Kr. 2.98 
maintenance costs (material and labour) Kr. 3.13 

The cost of maintenance (material and labour) per 100 calls was Kr. 0.119. 
If the average cost for reliability supervision at all exchanges, Kr. 0.020 per 
100 calls, be added there is obtained a total maintenance and operation cost 
(cost for energy not included) of Kr. 0.139 per 100 calls. 

Evidence of the accurate workmanship in the Ericsson automatic system and 
of the stable functioning of the 500 line selector system is the small need for 
trained fitters to ensure first class operation. The busy »Centralen» exchange 
with an average of 15 986 subscribers and about 2.2 calls per subscriber per 
hour in peak periods had thus in 1935 — the seventh year of operation — 
0.161 male fitters for each million calls; the number of fitters per 1000 sub
scribers was 0.880. For all the exchanges together these figures were 0.241 
and 0.63 respectively. It should be observed that these fitters, in addition to 
all work in the selector halls, attended to the fault section of the exchange, 
work on the distribution frames, the power supply and night duty. 

These operating results, however, do not only demonstrate the good func
tioning of the automatic system but are also evidence of an efficient and 
economic management of operation as well as of the staff's ability and in
terest in their work. 

Table VI 
Energy consumption for machine 
drive and battery charging at Stock
holm automatic exchanges 1935 

' »Centralen» has a battery in common with the trunk and suburban traffic 
exchanges installed in the same building. 
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Measuring Accuracy in Adjust
ment and Checking of Electricity 
Meters 
A. G A R T N A S , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

In the Ericsson Review No 1, 1936, a description was given of the most usual 

methods of adjustment for electricity meters. The present article deals with 

the different kinds of errors attached to the measurements by the various 

adjustment methods. In addition the limits are defined within which measuring 

accuracy lies, with special reference to the lowest error which in general can 

be guaranteed. 

By measuring accuracy is meant the accuracy by which a magnitude — e. g. 
load — can be measured. The measuring accuracy is consequently subject 
both to objective and subjective error. To the former belong indication 
error in the instruments employed, error in measuring method, etc., and 
to the latter reading error, reaction error etc. 

By error is meant the difference between the figure given by the measuring 
instrument and the true value. Incorrect indication is recorded as a rule in 
per cent. It is not, however, sufficient to give the per cent of error, it 
must be stated besides whether the error refers to the nominal value or 
to the true value corresponding to the reading. By nominal value is 
designated the figure given on the measuring instrument's cover plate. In 
similar way one can speak of nominal current, nominal voltage, nominal 
frequency and so on; for ammeters the nominal value is thus represented 
by nominal current, for voltmeters by nominal voltage, for wattmeters by 
nominal current and nominal voltage etc. 

With am-, volt- and wattmeters, or with indicator instruments in general, 
the error is usually given in percentage of nominal value or, which amounts 
to the same thing, in percentage of full deflection. With kilowatt-hour, 
ampere-hour, kilovar-hour the indication error is normally recorded in per
centage of the true value. Indication error may be positive as well as 
negative. If the figure given by the instrument is above the true value 
then the error is positive, and it is negative if the figure indicated is lower 
than the true value. When noting errors therefore it must also be recorded 
whether the error is positive or negative. 

To explain the difference between the two ways of noting error, there 
are reproduced in Fig. I curves of the maximum error — the error in 
both cases is ± 0.3 % —• the error in one cases relating to mark value and 
in the other case to true value. From the diagram it can be seen that a 
certain per cent of error displays an entirely different significance according 
as it relates to nominal value or to true value. 

The demands on low error with electricity meters have in recent years 
appreciably increased. This applies particularly to electricity meters destined 
for metering large amounts of energy. It often occurs that the suppliers 
of electricity in their eagerness to furnish their clients with good meters, 

Fig. 1 X 3 7 n 

Maximum error as function of the 
true value 
A maximum error ± 0,3 % of nominal value 
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are so exacting regarding low error in their conditions of delivery that 
a responsible maker is compelled to forego the order, unless he can succeed 
in convincing the buyer of the unreasonableness of his demands. 

The error can be divided into two main groups. The first comprises systematic 
errors by which is meant those errors which arise from the construction 
of the electricity meter and which vary with the current, tension, frequency, 
etc. The most common systematic errors are current error, tension error, 
frequency error, phase-shift error, temperature error and untrue suspension 
error. To the second group of errors belong adjustment errors, by which 
are meant those metering errors due to errors in the measuring instruments 
employed in adjustment (instrument errors), error in the method of adjust
ment employed (measuring method error), together with errors arising from 
faulty reading of the instruments used or from the reaction ability of the 
person carrying out the adjustment (reading and reaction error). 

Adjustment with Stop-Watch and Wattmeter 
The instrument errors to be reckoned with in this method of adjustment are 
wattmeter error and error in stop-watch. According to VDE norms the 
maximum indication error in a wattmeter class E, the highest, may attain 
± 0.3 % of the full deflection (nominal load). 

If the error of the wattmeter is determined by means of compensator and 
the correction curve plotted, the wattmeter's error is known to an accuracy 
of ± 0.1 % of nominal value (full deflection), provided always that the watt
meter correction curve is determined at the place of use, so that the meter 
is not exposed to disturbance in transport and that the same series resistance 
is used, while the same temperature prevails in the room as when the cor
rection curve was determined. Otherwise the error may change very appre
ciably — for a class E instrument by 0.03 % per i ° C change of temperature 
and by up to 0.1 % if the series resistance is changed. 

Reading error is in the most favourable cases ± 0.1 % of scale division. To 
attain this great precision in reading, the load must be kept constant, e. g. 
by use of a tension regulator, which maintains the voltage variation within 
± 0.05 %. 

To check the time a stop-watch is used. The finger of a stop-watch does 
not move continuously but in jerks. In stop-watches where the whole dial 
is divided into 30 s and the balance wheel gives 10 oscillations/s the error 
may for this reason amount to ±0.1 s. With other stop-watches with dial 
divided into 60 s and balance wheel making 5 oscillations/s, the corresponding 
error may attain ± 0.2 s. 

The starting of the second finger may be done in various ways. With stop
watches not combined with ordinary time indication, the balance wheel is 
stopped when the second pointer is not moving but is released on metering. 
With those stop-watches, however, which are combined with ordinary time 
giving, the second finger is set in motion by connection of a geared drive 
to the watch mechanism as it is running. At the instant of starting 
and stopping, errors arise which can be estimated together to a maximum of 
± 0 . 1 % for watch with balance wheel giving 10 oscillations/s and to 0.2 % 
for watches with balance wheel giving 5 oscillations/s. A well-regulated stop
watch's running time deviates from the true figure by 5—15 s/day, i. e. by 
about 0.01 %. 

Another error arising in stop-watches is due to the second finger not 
being pivoted in the exact centre of the dial. Fig. 2 shows in a diagram a 
second finger dial. If the finger were pivoted at the true centre 0 it would 
after rotating 1800 reach the figure 15 s, but as the finger is now pivoted 
at another point 01 the finger after rotating 180° shows the figure 15 + A't 
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seconds. If the excentricity oo\ is 0.2 mm and the diameter of the dial is 
40 mm so that the revolution corresponds to 30 s then the maximum indi
cation error A't is about 0.1 s. If the period of observation is selected so 
that the second finger can stop in the vicinity of the starting point this error 
can be reduced sufficiently to be neglected. 

The maximum indication error of the stop-watch can thus, if a first-class 
watch is used, be brought down to about ± 0.2 s, which time consists of the 
sum of the starting and stopping error together with the error due to the 
jerky forward movement of the finger. 

Another source of error in determining the time lies in observation and reac
tion errors by the person carrying out the adjustment. The operator has to 
note and calculate the number of revolutions made by the rotor disc and 
start the stop-watch the instant the rotor disc index passes a certain point, 
and stop the watch when the rotor disc has made a certain number of revo
lutions. This source of error is the most difficult to estimate. The obser
vation and reaction errors in question vary with different persons and may 
moreover vary in the same person depending on the mental and physical con
dition in which he may be at the moment of noting the time. With tests made 
it has been found that, if the time of observation is not too long, the total 
of observation and reaction errors varies as a rule between 0.1 and 0.2 s if 
in readiness and between 0.2 and 0.3 s if not prepared for what is to occur. 
The sum of maximum observation and reaction errors can thus in the best 
cases be taken as being as low as o. 1 s at the beginning of the time taking 
and o. 1 s at its close, )'. <?., a total of 0.2 s. 

With a view to reducing observation and reaction errors when checking time, 
revolution counters have lately been used. These by means of a photo-cell 
with amplifier start the stop watch, count a certain number of revolutions of 
the rotor disc and thereupon stop the stop-watch. Good results have been 
obtained but the apparatus at its present stage is hardly suited for factory 
production adjustment. On the other hand the apparatus is exceedingly use
ful for accurate laboratory tests and for adjustment of standard meters. 

Nothwithstanding the taking of all the precautionary measures mentioned 
above and leaving out of account temperature errors and running time errors, 
the maximum error of the wattmeter may reach ± 0 . 1 % of full deflection, 
the wattmeter's maximum reading error ± 0 . 1 scale divisions, the stop-watch 
error + 0.2 s and the maximum obsevervation and reaction errors ± 0.2 s. 

If the deflection read on the wattmeter be a scale divisions and the sum 
of the wattmeter's indication error and reading error be ± F scale divi-

77 

sions, the maximum error when determining the load will be At = ± — " 
a 

100 %. If the time read on the stop-watch be t seconds and the sum of the 
stop-watch's indication error and observation and reaction errors be F t se-

p 
conds, then maximum error in fixing the time is At = ± I 0 ° %• The 

total maximum error when determining the error of the electricity meter 

may thus attain A = ± \—-\—' ) 100 %. 
\a t) 

If the values given above be introduced in this equation the maximum error 
for the different values of wattmeter deflection a may be calculated. From 
Fig. 3, which shows the error as function of the wattmeter deflection a for 
different times, it can be seen that the maximum adjustment error may be 
brought down if the time of observation be extended; it is, however, a truth 
with a modification, for the observation and reaction errors often augment 
if the time of observation is prolonged over 120 s. Moreover it is difficult 

Fig. 2 x 371° 
Watch face with excentrically pivoted 
finger 
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Fig. 3 X 5 3 M 

Maximum indication error as function 
of wattmeter deflection 

to maintain the load constant for a lengthy period, which results in increase 
of the wattmeter's maximum reading error. We can thus take it that the 
maximum adjustment error may amount to ± 0.5 % of the true value. 

The above applies when current and voltage are in phase with each other, 
i. c, when cos <p = 1, and when the wattmeter is read in the neighbourhood 
of full deflection. With cos m = 0.5 on the other hand, when the wattmeter's 
deflection keeps to around the middle of the scale, the maximum error increases 
at once to about ± 0.7 % of the true value and to about ± 1.2 % with 
cos (p = 0.2. If a wattmeter is employed which can be overloaded so that 
it gives full deflection even with different phase shifts, the maximum error 
can still be set so low as to ± 0.5 % of the true value provided that the in
dication error A 8W, arising from the angle error of the wattmeter is zero. 
This, however, is usually the case only when c o s < p = i . If the angle error 
be d minutes and the phase shift qj degrees then the indication error is 

& • 7t 
Adw = - - tg 95 %• With an angle error d = 10' then A 8a = ± 0.5 % 
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with cos <p = 0.5 and A8W = ± 1.4 % for cos <p = 0.2. Basing on the angle 
error it can be understood that measuring with large phase shift may be 
accompanied by large error. 

Even if an electricity meter is thus adjusted before delivery in accordance 
with what is stated above and the buyer later checks the meter, observing 
the same accuracy as the factory, it (can happen that the values in the factory 
adjustment record and the buyer's check record differ by I %. If moreover 
the meter be checked with, e. g. cos <P = 0.5 and cos <p = 0.2 it can quite easily 
happen that the factory and the buyer's measures may differ by about 2 and 
5 % respectively, if on the one wattmeter the angle error 8 = o' and on the 
other wattmeter the angle error S = 30'. To the adjustment errors dealt with 
above must also be added the system errors of the meter, which differ for 
different makes. 

Adjustment with Standard Meter or with Standard 
Meter and Stroboscope 
The maximum adjustment errors for electricity meters adjusted with stan
dard meter or standard meter and stroboscope can naturally not be lower 
than when wattmeter and stop-watch are used, for the standard meter must 
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be adjusted by wattmeter and stop-watch. To the standard meter's error must 
then be added the adjustment error due to the fact that the meter to be 
adjusted can never be set to the same speed as the standard meter. With 
the synchronous adjustment method employed by Ericsson this additional 
error does not exceed ± 0.3 %. The maximum adjustment error for electri
city meters adjusted by the Ericsson synchronous method can thus reach 
± 0.8 %. If a standard meter is employed, whose real indication error is 
± 0 %, the maximum adjustment error for the meter to be adjusted with 
this standard meter will fall within the limits ± 0.3 %. If, however, the stan
dard meter's real indication error be + 0.5 % the adjustment error will lie 
between the limits -f- 0.2 % and -f- 0.8 %, etc.; there is thus a difference of 
0.6 % between the limits. 

It should be noted that the maximum indication error can only with great 
difficulty be kept within the limits ± 0.5 % when the adjustment is done 
with wattmeter and stop-watch and that the error often falls outside these 
limits because of observation and reaction error combined with variation of 
load; it is however easy, when the standard meter has been adjusted, to keep 
the maximum indication error within the limits ± 0.8 % with synchronous 
adjustment. Moreover a much more even adjustment result is obtained, since 
the limits of error are not separated by more than 0.6 %, as long as the same 
standard meter is employed. In addition, one is to a high degree independent 
of variations in temperature and load, since the standard meter and the meter 
to be adjusted have the same coefficient of temperature, which is not usually 
the case with a wattmeter and an electricity meter. From this it is clear that 
adjustment with standard meter and stroboscope may result in a rise in the 
maximum error but the limits of error will be nearer each other and a more 
even adjustment result is obtained. 

From the above, which applies generally for single- and three-phase meters 
and to a great extent also for DC meters, it is evident that it is useless to 
impose too high demands on the adjustment of electricity meters, since in 
general it is not possible, even with the best measuring devices, to deter
mine deviations from the true value with greater accuracy than ± 0.5 %. 
To this it will certainly be objected by many that such great deviations seldom 
occur. This may be taken to be true in general, because it does not usually 
happen that all sources of error are add i. e., have the same sign, but the er
rors often partially cancel out each other. On the assumptions given above, 
however, the result is that the maximum adjustment error can amount to 
~\- 0.5 % of the true value. 
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High-Frequency Attenuation of 
Open-Wire Circuits 
T. B O H L I N , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L M . E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

For the planning of long-distance telephone transmission networks it is 

necessary to calculate beforehand with suffient accuracy the attenuation of 

open-wire lines. This problem has already been studied in great detail. 

However, the results obtained are spread over many sources and it may 

thus be interesting to make a short survey of the subject. 

The investigation which is probably of the greatest value is that made by 
E. I. Green partly on experimental lines built for this purpose and partly 
on lines operated by the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. The results 
of this investigation were published in 1930. At the same time T. Wilson 
made a study of the leakance of different types of insulators used on Ameri
can long-distance lines. Later measurements have been made also in Europe, 
and here the effects of white-frost were also studied, which was not the case 
with the American investigations. Finally, certain laboratory tests by M. 
Boella at the university of Milan in 1931 may be noticed; the results of 
these tests correspond comparatively well with the values obtained by Green 
and Wilson, as will be seen below, but give some additional information of 
interest. 

The American lines are to a great extent of the same design throughout the 
country, while in Europe and other parts of the world lines of several types 
are found, i. e., lines with iron or wood crossarms and pins, with porcelain 
or glass insulators and with wire spacing varying from 20 to 40 cm and 
more. To produce a series of curves showing the attenuation as a function 
of the frequency for all these types of lines would not be desirable as there 
would always be cases where the curves would not be satisfactory; the clarity 
would also be reduced. It is possible, however, to produce curves in such 
a form that they are applicable to lines of any particular construction. 

With a minor approximation the line attenuation may be written as the sum 
of two terms 
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where R^ is the ohmic resistance per unit of length, used with its value for 
the frequency in question and thus including the eddy-current losses in the 
wires; G is the leakage conductance per unit of length and includes all other 
losses; Z is the nominal characteristic impedance of the line, normally 525 
to 675 ohm or as an average about 600 ohm. 

The two terms in the formula for the line attenuation are directly and in
versely proportional to the characteristic impedance of the line but they 
depend also, one only on R^,, i. c., the wire diameter etc., and the other 
only on G, i. e., all factors determining the leakage conductance. 

It is possible to assume that the characteristic impedance remains constant 
and equal to 600 ohm and then set up curves for fiR with different wire 



Fig. 1 x 3707 

Location of conductors for transposed 
circuit 

diameters and for fiG with different leakances. The attenuation of any line 
may then be obtained from these curves by calculating the characteristic im
pedance Z, adjust the curve values {}R and /JG in accordance herewith and 
add the two terms. The curves, Fig. 3 and 4, are obtained in this manner. 

With satisfactory accuracy the characteristic impedance of transposed lines 
with the conductors in one plane, Fig. 1, may be written 

Fig. 2 x 37°8 

Location of conductors for twisted 
circuit 

where a = wire diameter in cm, 
d = side of square in cm. 

These expressions do not take into account the internal field of the conduc
tors or the additional capacity of the insulators. Within the range of interest 
in our case these errors approximately compensate each other. The curves for 
y?K are based on values of R^ drawn from tables calculated by P. 0. Pc-
derscn. The curves are valid for lines of pure copper (5 = 0.0175 ohm/m/mm2 

at 15° C) and with a characteristic impedance of 600 ohm. For other values 
of Q and Z and for other temperatures J3R is corrected in accordance with 
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where a = wire diameter in cm, 
d = wire distance in cm. 

For twisted lines with the wires at each end of a diagonal in a square, Fig. 2, 
the characteristic impedance is 

Fig. 3 x 7109 

Attenuation caused by conductor 
resistance 
for telephone circuits of pure copper, charac
teristic impedance 600 ohm at 15° C 



The correction holds good with insignificant errors for reasonable values of 

t and A, but gives errors of 5 - 1 0 % if the factor ^ + a {t~ I g ) ] ~ °'.f!» 
0.0175 

comes close to unit value. 

The temperature / of the wire is generally that of the surrounding air and 
may be read from the meteorological records. During days with strong 
sunshine the temperature of the wire may rise slightly above that of the air 
but according to Green the difference is not greater than 50 C. 

The curves for ^Q are the results of measurements on short experimental 
lines. The leakance is concentrated at the insulators and consequently /?G 

is directly proportional to the number of insulators. The curves are valid for 
20 pairs of insulators per kilometer, which is a normal value for European 
lines. They also hold good for a characteristic impedance of 600 ohm. If 
the number of insulators is not 20 and the characteristic impedance deviates 
from 600 ohm y?G may be corrected according to 

With white-frost the leakance is localized to the ice coat on the conductors 
and consequently the curves are correct irrespective of the number of poles. 
The figures for white-frost conditions are very variable, of course, but the 
curve indicated can serve as a calculation basis. 

The different curves, Fig. 4, are valid for different insulator types and 
different weather conditions; when calculating the attenuation of a line, one 
has to select a curve which corresponds as far as possible with the actual 
conditions. 
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Fig. 4 x '»o 
Attenuation caused by leakance 
for telephone circuits, characteristic impedance 
600 ohm, 20 pairs of insulators per km 
1, 2, 3 dry weather 
4, 5, 6, 7 wet weather 
8 white-frost 

where 11 = insulators in pairs/km. 



Fig. 5 
Correction factor for /5R 

Curve i represents the leakage attenuation at dry weather for CS-insulators, 
curve 2 for CJ^-insulators and curve 3 for Z?P-insulators. The curves 4, 5 
and 6 show the leakage attenuation under wet weather conditions for CS-, 
CW- and DP-insulators. All the curves are the results of the measurements 
by Green. 

The insulator names are American standard; C5-insulators are of borosili-
cate glass and mounted directly on iron pins. The pins are formed in pairs 
by an iron screwed to the wooden crossarm; the CJ^-insulators are also of 
borosilicate but mounted on wooden pins covered with a metal foil. The 
metal foils belonging to a pair of pins are interconnected and mounted on 
crossarms of wood; the Z?P-insulators are of alkali glass and mounted on 
unclad wooden pins on wooden crossarms. 

Curve 7 represents the leakage attenuation under wet weather conditions and 
curve 8 the leakage attenuation with white-frost. Both these curve are measu
red by Kaden & Briickensteinkahl, but no information regarding insulator 
and crossarm types is given. 

As far as is known no very satisfactory measurements have been made on 
European lines. For a single frequency, 28 000 c/s, a measurement has been 
carried out on a 4.5 mm line with a heavy white-frost; the results give 
values for j3G of i6Xio — 3 to 23X10"3 neper/km, which corresponds fairly 
well with curve 8, Fig. 4, which for the same frequency gives /?G= 19X10"3 
neper/km. 

There are, however, the interesting laboratory measurements carried out 
by Boella, who has measured a number of normal and experimental insula
tors under varying conditions. Boella has tried a metal cap on the insulators 
as proposed by Wilson and has also made trials with a protecting ring around 
the base of the insulator, Fig. 6. 

When calculating the effective attenuation to be covered by a carrier system 
the figures for wet weather conditions are generally used; when the exact 
knowledge of the characteristics of the lines and insulators is missing a 
value of the leakage attenuation must be chosen in accordance with curve 6, 
Fig. 4. The ranges shown with full-faced types in the table below are then 
obtained. 

The leakage attenuation obtained when Boella's figures for the leakance are 
used as a basis of calculation are shown in Fig. 7. For comparison's sake 
some of the curves in Fig. 4 are reproduced. 

The reduction in leakance is considerable. It may be of interest to investigate 
Piq. 6 x 3709 which ranges could be obtained with single and three-channel carrier tele-
Insulator with cap and protection ring phone systems now in use if Boella's low leakance values could be attained. 
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As will be seen from the table the range will increase considerably and 
furthermore the insulator with the cap shows a much smaller variation in 
leakage from wet to dry weather conditions than other insulators. Thanks 
to this fact the regulation of the communication channel is simplified and 
stabilized. Of course, one will ask why these insulators have not come to be 
used. Firstly it must be remembered that the figures of Boeila are based 
on laboratory tests and consequently probably too favourable; secondly very 
few new long-distance lines are built nowadays and thirdly the manufacture 
of an insulator with a cap and ring would be rather expensive and has up 
to now met with considerable technical difficulties. However, the ceramic 
industry has made such progress during the last few years with metal-plated 
goods that possibly also insulators could be manufactured with satisfactory 
economical result, which would make it possible to reach in practice the 
results Boeila has found in the laboratory. 
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Fig. 7 X3712 

Leakage a t t e n u a t i o n caused b y 

leakance 

for exper imental insulator 
A DP-insulator, wet, wooden crossarm (Green) 
B porcelain insulator, wet , i ron crossarm 

(Boeila) 
C CS-insulator, wet, wooden crossarm (GreenJ 
D DP-insulator, dry , wooden crossarm (GreenJ 
6 porcelain insulator with cap, wet , i ron cross-

arm (Boeila) 
F porcelain insulator wi th cap and pro tec t ing, 

r ing, wet, i ron crossarm (Boe//aJ 
G CS-insulator, dry , wooden crossarm (GreenJ 
H porcelain insulator, d ry , iron crossarm 

Boeila) 



Gebe Electric Light Fittings 
E. J E N S E N , S I E V E R T S K A B E L V E R K , S U N D B Y B E R G 

The first fittings of Gebe type were put on the market by Sieverts Kabelverk 

in 7932 and there are still some of them giving good service in a large 

number of installations, being as a rule fitted in places where conditions 

are unfavourable. It is natural, however, that the experience gained during 

these years has led to improvements both in the Gebe fittings and the Gebe 

cable. The latter was described in its new form in Ericsson Review No 3, 

1936, and below will be found particulars of the thoroughgoing revision recently 

undertaken in the Gebe fittings. 

The Gebe system is a combination system with which it is possible to build 
up from a comparatively small number of parts a large number of fittings. 
The system comprises a series of bakelite distribution boxes and a series of 
cast-iron distribution boxes, a switch, a lamp-holder, a pair of bakelite sus
pension covers — upper and lower — and a pair of cast-iron suspension 
covers. These parts mav be combined together as desired to form various 
fittings, see Fig. I : fixed fitting, suspension or wall arm, all with or without 
switch. The fittings made up in this way can then be provided with globes, 
glass shades, metal shades or combinations of these. With a view to still 
further increasing the versatility of the fittings there has been developed a 
system of consoles also. 

In the revision just completed of the Gebe fittings the original system and 
the original main dimensions have been retained, so that the old and the 
new are still suited to each other. The aim of the revision has been to attain 
better standardisation of the parts comprising the system, lower cost of manu
facture along with further increase of reliability when the material is to be 
used in the worst of localities. 

Distribution Boxes 

Fig. 1 x 37'3 

Typical combinations of Gebe fittings 

In the new system the parts of the fitting are fixed together by four screws. 
When bakelite is constantly exposed to great humidity it absorbs a certain 
amount of moisture after a period. If at the same time it is subjected to 
mechanical strain it displays a certain tendency to change shape. When a 
lamp-holder or a shield is screwed tight on a box, the packing between these 
parts will exercise a pressure in the opposite sense to the pressure exercised 
by the screws used. When only two diametrically opposed screws are used, 
the bakelite may in particularly bad cases be forced out of shape to such an 
extent that the joint is no longer tight. By making use of four screws and 
giving a suitable shape to certain of the parts the risk of alteration in shape 
and defective tightness is eliminated. On boiling distribution boxes, with 
cover fixed, in water at ioo° C for 50 to 100 h — probably one of the seve
rest tests to which bakelite can be submitted — it was found that the change 
of shape in the bakelite was not so great that the boxes did not remain tight 
with an inside pressure of over 1 at. 

As the Gebe cables are now always supplied with earth wires, the connection 
of the sheaths can now be done by joining up the earth wires on a terminal 
in the box, which allows of appreciable simplification of the bakelite boxes. 
These are moulded now in two types only, one with four and one with five 
cable bushings. Fig. 2. All the apertures are closed on moulding. The boxes 
are. however, delivered with packing and cap screws for the bushings cor
responding to the descriptions. For bushings with packings the hole is made 
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Fig. 2 
Gebe distribution boxes 
left with four, right with five inlets 

Fig. 3 x mi 

Section of inlet bushing 
above, unutilised inlet, below, bushing with 
packing and cap screw 

in the bottom. The other bushings have closed bottom and in addition have 
the opening covered outside by a thin bakelite Wank, see Fig. 3. By means 
of this system it is possible without further additions to obtain all the con
necting combinations imaginable. Fig. 4 shows the combinations kept in 
stock, 'idle bushings not used can be utilised later if required: the bakelite 
blank is removed, the hole in the bottom is opened and packing and capping 
screw set in. In such case it is therefore possible to connect a new cable 
quite normally to a box already installed, without disturbing the box or 
existing connections. In the case of cast-iron boxes this system cannot be 
applied, on account of expense among other reasons. They are made in a 
sufficient number of types to cover the various specifications. 

Two further small details should be mentioned. Boxes with double inlets 
have parallel bushing's for the double inlet, which gives a smart cable lead. 
The two holes for fixing the box are diametrically opposite and have the 
same positions on all boxes, giving the special advantage that it allows of a 
simple console system to be made. The lead opening is cylindrical where 
the packing comes, see Fig. 3, and it is only outside this that the screwed 
part comes. All risk of the packing being caught in the screw thread is thus 
eliminated. In conjunction with this the inner end of the cap screw is not 
threaded, and it can thus press up the packing. The thread is normal ar
moured tube thread of 22.5 mm outside diameter. 

Lamp-Holder 
The former lamp-holder was a safety holder insofar as it had a guard ring 
of bakelite which pressed against the end of the lamp and covered its metal 
socket. The screw cap carried current. This design has numerous advantages 
and one in particular which unquestionably is of value in practical use: like 
older lamp-holders of good makes, it gives a thoroughly' dependable contact. 
For various reasons, however, this design was considered to have outlived 
its purpose. An entirely new one has been made, which in its main features 
resembles other safety holders. It has, for instance, a bottom contact against 
which the bottom of the lamp socket rests and a double lateral contact against 
which the exterior of the lamp's metal thread makes contact, see Fig. 5. The 
threaded cap of the lamp-holder not carrying current is firmly fixed in the 
protector. This last is fixed by two screws to the bakelite bottom of the 
holder. Four threaded holes have been pressed out of the bakelite base, to 
wdiich fitting can be screwed parts of different kinds. 

A point of great importance affecting the tightness of the fitting and thereby 
its reliability is the bushing which must exist between the outer contact parts 
of the lamp-holder and the contact pins in the box. Close investigation of 
models based on various designs has demonstrated that decidedly the most 
dependable, while at the same time simplest and least expensive, is that 
employed in earlier holders with through-going brass bolts moulded in the 
bakelite when making the lamp-holder base. 
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Fig. 4 x 3715 

Inlet combinations in stock 



Fig. 5 x 5353 
Gebe lamp-holder 
left, socket with bottom and lateral contacts 
right, socket with guard ring 

Suspension Cover 
The suspension cover, Fig. 6, has been given an attractive appearance. Each 
contact pin or hole has been firmly set in a steatite socket and the two sockets 
of a cover are fixed to a sheet-iron bridge. 

In Ericsson Review No 3, 1936, reference was made to the investigations 
on which were based the discarding of the support wires in the suspension 
cable. As the holding of the cable by means of packing has proved very 
reliable and it is besides simple and inexpensive, it has been retained. It 
might perhaps be mentioned that even ordinary rubber tube cable. Type RDV, 
which never did have support wires, has been used in conjunction with Gebe 
suspension cable, Type RDCU, and has always been held by packing alone. 

All ears on lamp-holders, covers and suspension covers are of the same height, 
with the result that only two lengths of screws are required for screwing 
together the fittings, namely a short one for fitting without switch and a 
long one for fitting with switch. In order that the pins employed for con
necting up the fitting parts shall have good spring, they have before the 
groove is sawn been bored with holes of diminishing diameter towards the 
bottom. The four tongues on the completed pin thus grow in thickness to
wards the base. 

Consoles 
When Gebe fittings have been fixed on a wall, a wall-arm of a console of 
some other type has generally been used. On revising the Gebe fitting it has 
been possible to work out a simple console system for fixing the fitting to 
walls or in corners without the use of wall-arms. 

The new system comprises two consoles of different lengths for fixing fittings 
with vertical axis and one console for fixing the fitting at an angle of 450 , 
Fig. 7. The two first are long enough for the fitting's centre to come 160 

Fig. 6 x 5354 

Gebe suspension cover 
left, upper cover with contact pins; right, lower 
cover with contact holes 
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Fig. 7 X 7 m 

Gebe consoles 
left, long console, centre, short console, both 
for vertical fittings; right, short console for 
fitting at angle of 451 

and 300 mm respectively from the wall. If the console is to be fitted at a 
corner a corner-piece is first fixed. Fig. 8 — one for an outer corner and 
another for an inner corner — and the console is then attached to that. The 
feet of the consoles are the same shape so that they require no adaptation 
for the corner-pieces. The consoles have a plate to which the box of the 
fitting- is attached in the ordinary way by two screws. This plate is made 
loose and with two screws can be set in two positions, for the occasions 
where it is required that the box shall have in one case one position in re
lation to the cable and in another case a position at 900 to same. 

The shape of the console has been determined with a view to allowing the 
cable being led to the box in a natural and neat manner. The new consoles 
allow of connection of one or two cables from below, from above, from 
the side or from behind through a wall. 

It has already been stated in regard to boxes that certain investigations have 
shown that the principles applied in the design of Gebe fittings were correct. 
Sieverts Kabelverk have aimed at coming as close as is at present possible 
to perfection. Alongside the work of design has proceeded very comprehen
sive research to discover as far as possible all weaknesses in former designs. 
Each new detail of design has been executed in model and tried. As the 
new parts were completed they were likewise tested and adjusted until the 
desired result was achieved. Finally the completed material has undergone 
duration tests in certain installations giving extremely difficult service con
ditions, which it had formerly been impossible to get installation material 
of any kind to withstand. As bakelite for years has been the scapegoat of 
experts great and small in installation material, Sieverts Kabelverk when 
redesigning have been especially concerned to eliminate the weaknesses which 
might have attached to the earlier material. No small part of the investiga
tion referred to was therefore devoted to the shape of the bakelite and to 
the moulding of the bakelite itself. The results obtained on laboratory tests 
and in installations actually made should demonstrate beyond all dispute that 
the new Gebe fitting as regards reliability and suitability to its purpose is 
right in the forefront of what can be produced at the present day. 

Progress in installation practice which has occurred since Sieverts Kabelverk 
put its new system on the market can without exaggeration be characterised 

Fig. 8 X5366 

Gebe consoles 
left, attached to outer corner, right to inner 
corner 
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Fig. 9 X7H2 
Combination possibilities of Gebe 
fittings 

as a revolution of its kind. From the outset it was considered that improve
ment in safety against fire, in reliability and durability were obtainable for 
the inflammable and damp premises of farms when installations were of the 
new material. The superiority of the system over older material soon attracted 
the attention of industrialists, however. It was found that it offered high 
reliability and that it was simple and comparatively inexpensive to tit. Gra
dually it was realised that in the long run it did not pay to employ older ma
terial but that it was cheaper and better to employ the Gebe system through
out in all premises, no matter whether they were damp or inflammable or 
more normal in character. As the system has been developed side by side 
with the increased demand for good lighting it has consequently with the 
years become an extraordinarily widespread installation system which is 
used in all kinds of premises both for industrial and farm buildings. In addi
tion it has found considerable employment in other spheres, such as in hospi
tals, restaurants, dwelling houses, etc. 
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Watertight Telephone Instrument 
S. W E R N E R , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

Telefonaktiebolaget L.M. Ericsson has designed a new telephone instrument, 

intended for mounting in exposed positions, such as damp localities, work

shops, shipyards and railway yards; it is made both as LB-instrument and 

for connection to manual and automatic exchanges. In addition, with special 

equipment it is adapted for use as mine telephone and as police telephone. 

The instrument, Type DAT IOOI. Fig. I, is of watertight construction and 
enclosed in a black-enamelled cast-iron box with door for opening by a 
simple handle when the instrument is to be used. Where required the 
handle is provided with lock. Dimensions of the instrument are : height 350, 
width 215, depth 180 mm, and it weighs about 20 kg. 

I l ie instrument box is provided with three strong fixing ears. The cables 
are led to the instrument from below through cable bushings. To connect 
the cables the lower panel inside the instrument is opened, exposing the 
terminal block, see Fig. 2. Connection can thus be made without taking the 
instrument apart. 

The handset is held by a pair of thick chrome-plated metal pins, the lower 
one fixed and the upper moveable. The latter, pressed upwards by a strong 
spring, holds the handset rigidly in the proper position. It also acts on the 
switchhook when the handset is lifted. The handset is furnished with rubber 
cable which is connected through a bushing with packing to a terminal block 
inside the instrument. This block is accessible wdien the upper panel of the 
instrument is opened, see Fig. 2. 

The generator crank is strongly made and easy to operate. It is coupled 
direct to the generator which is screwed on to the middle cast-iron panel. 
The generator may be taken out complete for inspection on unscrewing the 
panel. The crankshaft connection through the panel is made by packing. 
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Fig. 1 x TO8 

Watertight telephone instrument, 
Type DAT 1001 



The batteries are located in a compartment at the lefthand side of the instru
ment. There is room for two dry cells each of 1.5 V and measuring 
I25XS5XS5 mm. connected by two watertight bushings with the inside 
of the instrument. For inserting or replacing batteries the cast-iron panel, 
see Fig. 2, is unscrewed. This panel is provided with holes for ventilating 
the battery space. 

The instrument is not fitted with bell for incoming call, since it is advisable 
that the most suitable signal device be selected according to local conditions, 
and consequently under certain circumstances it may be necessary to locate 
the signalling, device elsewhere than on the instrument. On the lower part 
of the instrument there is a bushing for introducing the cable from the bell, 
the wires being connected to the same terminal block as the wires from the 
instrument. A suitable bell, designed for outdoor mounting, is described else
where in this number. 

Fig. 2 * MM 

Watert ight telephone instrument 
with panels removed ; above handset terminal, 
below cable terminal, at side battery 
compartment 

The transmission qualities of the instrument are considerably better than 
earlier instruments of similar kind, mainly on account of the good properties 
of the bakelite handset in combination with a suitable induction coil. Likewise 
the strength of the outgoing signal is especially high because of the adaption 
of a small but particularly effective generator. 

Fig. 3 
Instrument set 
from top downwards induction coi 
hook, generator, terminal block 

and switch 

Fig. 4 x 3706 

Diagram of telephone instrument, 
Type DAT 1001 

Construction 
The instrument, which consists of an inset, case with door and battery com
partment and batteries, is constructed specially with a view to adaption for 
various purposes. The inset has therefore been made as a unit which can 
be fitted with different parts for different types of apparatus, thus making 
it possible to satisfy unusually high requirements for a special instrument 
of this kind. 

The inset, Fig. 3, comprises all parts for a complete instrument, combined on 
a cast-iron frame which is furnished, mounted, connected and tested for in
serting in the case. Between the inset and the case there is a packing pre
venting the penetration of moisture. The inset frame for a normal LB-
instrument carries handset, ringer, induction coil, switch-hook and two ter
minals of bakelite, the lower for connecting to line and signal bell and the 
upper for connecting the handset, and extra receiver if required. All panels 
on the inset, which can be opened from outside, are tightened with packing. 
The handset is normal bakelite type. It is provided with four-wire cord made 
as a rubber cable with circular section. The generator is of a new type giving 
great output but of smaller size and weight than generators hitherto used; 
it was described in Ericsson Review No 2, 1935. The induction coil is also 
of normal type; it has closed iron core of sheet alloy and is anti-sidetone 
connected. The diagram for a normal LB-instrument is shown by Fig. 4. 

The watertight telephone instrument can be supplied in several different 
designs. For instance, the normal LB-instrument may be provided with 
extra receiver which is connected at the inlet below the bushing for the 
handset cord, see Fig. 1. The instrument can also be supplied with dial in 
place of generator, and, finally, it may be used as a combined LB and 
automatic instrument if the normal LB-instrument is supplemented by a dial 
and two press-buttons mounted on the upper panel. 
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Watert ight Bell for AC 
S. W E R N E R , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

There has now been added to the series of bells for various purposes deve

loped lately by Ericsson a new polarized AC bell of watertight construction. 

The bell, which is mainly intended as signal device for telephone instruments, 

is particularly suited for mounting outdoors and in damp or otherwise ex

posed places. 

The bell is made watertight and despite its strong construction is small and 
neat. The mechanism, Fig. I, is enclosed in a cast-iron case, with cable 
bushing below for leading in the wires. 

The bell mechanism, of normal type, is mounted on a front plate which with 
packing between is screwed in the cast-iron case. The trembler of the mecha
nism has watertight bushing. The projecting part of the trembler which 
carries the clapper is protected by a cowl. Connection of the wires is to a 
bakelite terminal accessible from outside through the round panel on the 
front plate. The bell is simple to mount; fixing is by two screws only. 

The bell is designed for 16—25 c/s AC, but is made also for connection to 
50 c/s AC. It is normally made with winding for 300, 1 000 or 2 000 ohm 
resistance. 

Fig. 1 
Bell mechanism 

Fig. 2 x 7 0" 
Watertight bell 
left to right, Type* KLA 6 2 , KLA 6 3 , KLA 64 
and KLA 62 with protective roof 

The bell is delivered in three patterns with gongs of different sizes, Fig. 2. 
The smallest, Type KLA 62, has two gongs of different tones each 64 mm 
diameter; the two larger, Type KLA 63 and KLA 64, have 108 mm circular 
and sheep gongs respectively; the last-named gives a distinctive signal easy 
to distinguish when several bells are mounted in proximity to each other. 
Bells, Type KLA 62 and KLA 63, may for outdoor mounting be provided 
with roofs as protection against snow and rain. 

1 
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Frequency Trans format ions , 
A p p l i e d on the H e a v i s i d e 
E x p a n s i o n Theo rem 
T. L A U R E N T , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

The frequency transformations, shortly described in the Ericsson Review No 4 

1935, and more closely dealt with in the Ericsson Technics No 5, 1934, 

No 2, 1935 and No 1, 1936 as well as in the Elektrische Nachrichten-Tech-

nik No 11, 1936 have been studied further. This time the question has been 

to find out their importance for transient phenomena by the application of 

the Heaviside expansion theorem. The result has been an extension of this 

theorem giving a considerable simplification of practical calculations. 

It has been shown in the papers mentioned how the design and proper
ties of complicated, passive linear impedance networks may be determined 
by means of frequency transformations of simple and easily calculable 
networks. The properties are then expressed as frequency functions; for 
instance the complex relationship between an applied sinusoidal EMF E 
of angular frequency w and the resultant voltage drop V in any part of 
the network may be expressed as a frequency function. If we call this 
property of a simple impedance network f{jco], where j = J—i, and 
make a frequency transformation of the network with the frequency func
tion w[ja>) the said property will be f \jw(jto)]-

It may now be seen how this change in the property is reflected in the 
building-up of the voltage drop V due to an instantaneous voltage change 
E at the time t = o. Then jus is replaced by the operator p and jw(joj) 
by P (p). The symbolic solutions of the original and frequency trans
formed networks are then 

which may be written in the form 

in such a way that the equation Z (p) = o contains the largest possible 
number of roots. Supposing that no root is zero and two roots not 
identical the time functions for t > o may be determined by means of 
the Heavisides expansion theorem as follows 
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where 

where 



where px pipz- - are the roots of Z [p] = o. 

The constant term is determined in the ordinary way be means of frequency 
transformation. The terms after the sign of summation consist of two 
factors, the first of which determines the building-up properties in the 
original network, while the second factor which, being a function of p 
and t, depends only on the frequency function in question, determines 
the change in the building-up properties when the frequency transforma
tion is applied. The latter factor, which can be called the transformation 
factor U(p), is a function of p and / and consequently it may be deter
mined once and foi all for each frequency function. 

For the simple frequency functions the expansion theorem may be written 
as follows 

As may be seen double signs appear in C7 (p) at m and w transforma
tions, which means that for each term in the summation for the original 
network there are two factors U (p), one for each sign. Consequently the 
number of terms in the summation is doubled. 
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If the inverse function to P (p) is called T (p) the latter expression may 
be transformed to 



In addition to the transformation factors obviously correction factors are 
also obtained by means of inverse frequency transformation of the sym
bolic solutions. 

The practical advantages of this extension of the expansion theorem is 
that only the roots of the equation Z (p) = o have to be determined and 
used, i. e., the roots of the comparatively simple original network. There
fore Z (p) = o will not be of a high power and will be easy to solve. 
The roots will not be complicated, which means that they may easily Ibe 
inserted in the operator expressions and the risk of obtaining two equal 
roots is reduced. The calculations may also be simplified by means of 
the determination once and for all of the transformation factors employed. 

Finally it may be mentioned that there is no need to change the name 
»frequency transformation)), even if the transformation be used on opera
tors. The operator differs from the angular frequency only by the con
stant factor j . Thus an operator transformation must mean a frequency 
transformation. 

In a future issue of the Ericsson Technics the new extension of the ex
pansion theorem will be dealt with in detail together with examples. 

At repeated frequency transformations, for instance with the operator 
functions P1(p), Pt(p) and P3(p) the resultant operator function is ob
viously P(p) = p1 {P^lPsip)]} and the resulting inverse function T (p) = 
= r , { r t [ T i (/>)]}• If the transformation factors for P(p), Px{p), P2{p) 
and P3 (p) are U (p), U1{p), U2(p) and U3(p) resp. the following relation 
is obtained 

With reflexionless cascade connection of impedance networks the following 
symbolic solution may be of interest 

With the same designations as above the time function will be 
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Th eory of Rectifier Modulators 
S. K R U S E , T E L E F O N A K T I E B O L A G E T L. M. E R I C S S O N , S T O C K H O L M 

In the description of the new single-channel carrier telephone system for 

open-wire circuits, published in the Ericsson Review No 2, 1936, a brief 

account of the rectifier modulators employed in this system was given. The 

rectifiers were assumed to be ideal, i. e., to have a constant conductance 

, for one current direction and to block completely for the opposite direction. 

A short survey of the theory for modulators composed by rectifiers with any 

current-voltage characteristic will be given below. 

The modulator, Fig. i, is assumed to consist of four identical rectifiers 
with the current-voltage characteristic i — f (v). At the terminals i'2' is 
connected a sinusoidal EMF e' = E' sin co' t. The current and the voltage 
at these terminals are i' and v' and at the output terminals 1" 2" they 
are i" and v". The carrier voltage is vc and its angular frequency coc-
If v' and v" are small the following equations for i' and i" are obtained 

i' = hv' — mv" I 

where 

I t is found advantageous to choose for the carrier voltage vc a time 
function that contains only odd harmonics. If vc is such a function h 
and m may be written as follows according to the Fourier series 

h = aQ — 2 «2 cos 2 coc t -\- 2«4 cos 4 coc t — . . . 

m = 2 a± sin coc t — 2 a3 sin 3 coc t + 2 a5 sin 5 coc t . . . 

If investigating which modulation products occur at the terminals 12' 
and 1"2" it will be found that i' and v' contain only components with the 
angular frequencies co', 2coc + co', 4COc ^ co' etc., while i" and v" contain 
only the angular frequencies coc ^ co', 3ft)c i (*>'> 5Mc zh to' etc. 

By inserting the expressions obtained for h and m in the first two equa
tions, vector equations for the different sub-frequencies of i' and i" are 
obtained. In order to find more suitable expressions the general angular 
frequency may be written as 0/ -J- pcoc. The corresponding current and 
voltage vectors are written as 1'^. p, V'± p, when p is an even number, 
i. e., for the angular frequencies co' co' ^ 2ftjc, co' ^ 4<x>c etc. and i" ±p 
V±p, where p is an odd number, i. e. for the angular frequencies co' ^ ftV 
co' -J- 3coc etc One will find a group of vector equations, the matrix of 
which may be written as follows: 
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Fig. 1 x 3716 

Principle d iagram of rectif ier modu
lator 



Here ;' = y/— i and the coefficients ap are half the coefficients of h and 
m in the Fourier series (the whole coefficient for p = o). If all the 
composants of i" are introduced in the equations with negative signs the 
matrix will become symmetrical. 

Now the problem arises to find suitable termination impedances for the 
diffeient frequencies in order to obtain a high efficiency and good opera
tion of the modulator. In this connection it is of interest to look at 
the vector equations in a special way. As the frequencies are not to be 
found in the equation the different vectors may be regarded as corres
ponding to currents and voltages of one and the same frequency. The 
vector equations then represent a linear multi-pole network with the cur
rent (—i)? Ip and the voltage Vp at the p:th pair of terminals (indices 
may be left out as even values of p correspond to ' and odd values 
to ")• Consequently the modulator problem is brought back to the in
vestigation of a linear multi-pole network, which one can treat mathe
matically by means of ordinary transmission theory. 

The theory indicated above together with examples will be dealt with in 
detail in a future issue of the Ericsson Technics. 
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